

























































































































































• privacy,	algorithm	bias,	digital	 divide,	 robotics,	 etc.
• as	well	as	on	 the	 technology	itself
• all	sessions	include	examples	of	‘the	future	here,	now’
• as	well	as	on	 ‘the	past	 in	 the	present’
• finding	the	I	in	data
• you	will	be	assimilated
• data	about	data
• taming	the	data
• searching	for	the	data
• working	with	the	data
• counting	the	data
• the	meaning	in	the	data
• the	data	will	replace	you
• playing	with	the	data
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Putting	ethics	everywhere
• no	‘ethics’	course
• ethics	comes	everywhere:
• technology,	knowledge	organisation,	information	management,	
research	 methods,	digital	libraries,	etc.
• fundamental	to	curation	of	the	infosphere
What	is	our	human	project	for	the	digital	age?		(Floridi 2018)
and	what	is	LIS’s	contribution	to	it?
